
Transfer/stability/ablation studies
● Transfer

● Universal R-network

● R-network trained on another env

● Stability

● Memory size

● Positive example threshold k

● Number of interactions

● Ablation

Episodic curiosity

● General overview:

● observations are added to memory

● reward is computed based on how far our current observation is from 

the “most similar” observation in memory

● agent receives more reward for seeing observations which are not 

represented in memory yet

Summary

● Reinforcement Learning fails when rewards are sparse, curiosity could 

helps in such cases.

● We propose a novel model of curiosity based on episodic memory (EC).

● EC overcomes the known "couch-potato" issues [1] of prior work.

● EC works better than the state-of-the-art curiosity method ICM [2].

● EC allows MuJoCo Ant to learn locomotion purely from pixel curiosity.
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Experiments

● ViZDoom training curves:

● DMLab results table:
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● Graph of reachabilities would determine novelty

● In practice, graph is not available — so we train a neural network 

approximator to estimate a number of steps between observations.

How to make comparisons to memory: novelty through reachability

Episodic curiosity module details

● Takes a current observation as input

● Computes a reward bonus

● higher for novel observations

● Bonus is later summed up with the task reward and used for training an RL agent

Reachability network training

● Reachability network: classification, where:

● R(o1, oj) ≈ 1, j ≤ k

● R(o1, oj) ≈ 0, j > k

● Training data collected:

● with a randomly exploring agent

● or on-policy (works better)

● MuJoCo Ant locomotion purely out of first-person-view curiosity:
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